People

Current Lab Members
Former Graduate Students

**Brian Thornton** [1]
Assistant Professor  
University of San Francisco

**Carla Bonilla** [2]
Assistant Professor  
Gonzaga University

**Jaime Lopez** [3]
Postdoctoral Fellow  
Goethe University

**Justine Melo** [4]
Postdoctoral Fellow  
Harvard

**Genevieve Vidanes**
Senior Scientist  
Intrexon

**Ian Foe** [5]
Postdoctoral Fellow  
Stanford University

**Ellen Edenberg** [6]
Postdoctoral Fellow  
Whitehead Institute  
for Biomedical research

**Kevin Mark**
Postdoctoral Fellow  
University of California Berkeley

**Theresa Berens Loveless**
Postdoctoral Fellow  
University of California Irvine

Former Postdocs

**Michael Downey** [7]
Assistant Professor  
University of Ottawa

**Jennifer Benanti** [8]
Assistant Professor  
University of Massachusetts

**Kyle Miller** [9]
Assistant Professor  
University of Texas, Austin

**Lisa DeFazio**
Scientist  
Monogram Biosciences

**Peter Garber**
Editor  
American Journal Experts

**Adam Rudner** [10]
Assistant Professor  
University of Ottawa

**Deniz Simsek** [11]
Postdoctoral Fellow  
Stanford University

**Marco Simonetta** [12]
Postdoctoral Fellow  
Netherlands Cancer Institute
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